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Abstract 
This paper investigates the complex relationship between endogenous and exogenous, deterministic and stochastic stimulating factors in public opinion dynamics. An asynchronous multi-agent network model is proposed to explore the interaction mechanism between individual opinions and the public opinion in online multi-agent network community, including both the micro and the macro patterns of opinion evolution. In addition, based on random network models, a novel algorithm is provided for opinion evolution prediction. The model property analysis and numerical experiments show that the proposed asynchronous multi-agent network model can assimilate and explain some interesting phenomena that are observed in the real world. Further case studies with numerical simulation and real-world applications confirm the feasibility and flexibility of the proposed model in public opinion analysis. The results challenge the common perception that mass media or opinion facilitators play the fundamental role in controlling the development trends of public opinion. This study shows that the formation and evolution of public opinion in the presence of opinion leaders depend also on an individual’s emotional inertia and conformity pressures from peers in the same topic group. 
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Recent years have witnessed the rapid development of online social networking technologies, which has greatly changed the way in which people communicate and share information. Social media, such as the social networking site LinkedIn and Facebook, the micro-blogging sharing platform Twitter and the famous video stream provider YouTube, have become some of the primary information sources for people. Due to their low cost, these social media facilitate a much larger audience to participate in social topic discussion than traditional media [1,2]. Public can be more active in sharing information and opinion on social events, political movements, company strategies and so on [3]. Compared with the traditional media, personal opinions can be more easily and quickly received by other audiences via online discussions and commentaries. 
The online opinion evolution is an important topic in the field of public opinion management.  Opinion evolution and dissemination have been extensively studied [4,5]. The research addressing the dynamic characteristics of online public opinion contributes to our understanding of the complexity of online users’ interactive behaviors. In the same time, many earlier studies (eg, [6] and [7]) have shown that it provides practical information and guidelines for government departments and manufacturing companies.
Due to the complex interactions in public opinion sharing process, the dynamics of personal opinion formation depends not only on the individual's preferences and personality traits [8] but also highly subject to external social influences. The effect of social influences on personal opinion formation has been highlighted in previous studies [9-11]. However, the complex interactions between the internal forces and the external forces in public opinion evolution need further study. 
1.2 Related work
Generally, the models for opinion dynamics proposed in the literature can be classified into three categories: discrete models, continuous models and hybrid models. Compared with the other two categories, the discrete models were proposed earlier and applied more widely, some representatives include the Ising model [12,13], majority rule model [14,15], voter model [16,17], and Sznajd model [18-21]. They define the process of opinion choice as a discrete event. Studies about group consensus usually apply this kind of model. The continuous models include the Deffuant–Weisbuch model [22,23], the Hegselmann–Krause model [24,25], the Daley–Kendall model [26] and so on. Most of these models are based on the concept of bounded confidence, which determines the changes in agents’ opinions. For example, [27] studied opinion dynamics based on a continuous Hegselmann–Krause model with discontinuous bounded confidence. AskariSichani and Jalili [28] extended the classic bounded confidence model by designing a novel Effective Potential Nodes (EPN) metric and a corresponding algorithm to measure and control the opinion formation process in complex networks. Their model outperformed some existing heuristic methods in the opinion formation literature. Similar studies can be found in [29-31]. Continuous models are often used to analyze the appearance of extremists [32]. The hybrid models can be considered as the combination of the former two types. The representatives are the continuous opinions and discrete actions models, also called CODA models [33]. In CODA, the individuals update their inner continuous opinion based on the observation of their neighbors’ choices and the model analysis follows the discrete Bayesian rules. The CODA combines the continuous opinions and the observed discrete actions, and it is capable of addressing more complex problems in public opinion evolution [34-36]. 
Among the various factors of public opinion evolutions, the external social impacts usually play important roles in personal opinion formations. Previous studies mainly focused on the effect of social network structure characteristics on public opinion evolutions. Some of these studies are based on the classic epidemic models, such as the SIR epidemic model [37,38], the SIC epidemic model [39] and the SEIR model [40,41]. Some studies focused on the effect of topological structure of network in which public opinion evolves. These usually involve models from complex network theory[42], such as the scale free network model [43], the small world networks [44] and the random networks [45,46]. However, even based on the same model, such as the classic SIR model, the slight adjustment of model parameters, such as transmission rate, can greatly change the final distributions of opinion clusters. To improve their practicality, recent studies are focusing more on the stochastic factors in such systems, especially those whose underlying distribution does not fit to a well-known parametric form. Most of them involve the use of Bayesian networks [47,48]. The Bayesian technique provides inference tools that allow adjustments to the model parameters [49]. But it also has some disadvantages: the requirements for prior knowledge of exact probability distributions, the difficulties in determining appropriate parameters and structures and so on [50]. 
To solve the above disadvantages of the existing models, the methods in the field of computational science are considered. Among them, the agent-based modeling (ABM) is one of the most promising methods for modeling systems with autonomous entities [51]. It has been successfully applied in various fields of engineering and sciences [52-54]. This technique is also appropriate for the study of customer decision-making processes. For instance, Roozmand et al. provided an agent-based computational model to simulate consumers’ decision process, in which factors such as culture, personality and human needs were considered[55]. Public opinion studies based on ABM can be found in [56-59]. Currently the hot machine learning methods are also attracting attentions. For example, Tang et al. provided a method based on machine learning combining with pattern matching for sentiment analysis [60]. Their work improves the classification performances during the emotional information extraction. Zhang et al. provided several new methods to increase the convergence rate of algorithms used in assessing the helpfulness of real-life user-generated contents (UGCs)[61]. Their new algorithms showed better performance for both online and off-line approaches in their case studies. 
1.3 Purpose and significance of the study
The existing literature provides many useful models and methods to study the evolution characteristics of online public opinions. Unfortunately, as discussed in the aforementioned literature review, the effectiveness and applicability of the existing models highly depend on both the accuracy of data collections and the availability of network facility. Therefore, we present in this paper an asynchronous multi-agent network model framework for the analysis of online public opinions. Unlike the existing models in the literature, the proposed new model presents higher flexibility: 
1. It releases some strict assumptions required by the existing models. The new model framework can be applied to online social networks with different network sizes or structures.  
2. It reduces the complexity of the model without compromising its accuracy. The number of model variables is much less than that in other models for opinion dynamics. The model parameter values are relatively easy to be determined in reality. 
3. It takes the advantages of agent-based computational models and highlights the interaction mechanism between individual agents and the whole public opinion environment. Both the internal driving forces of personal opinion preferences and the external influences from mass media, authoritative official sources and opinion leaders are considered in the model.
4. It has the capacity to support different applications, including the sensitivity analysis of public opinions on the micro-level personal opinion choices and the macro-level social influences, the prediction of public opinion evolutions, as well as the evaluation of possible opinion guidance measures. These applications will provide practical guidelines for public opinion management and planning. 
Existing studies usually treat the internal driving forces and the external environment influences of public opinions separately. Though this can reduce the complexity of model calculation, it loses the possibility to reveal the important mechanism behind the diversity of public opinion dynamics. Our new model consists of both the micro and macro structures in an online community. The two parts are well-integrated with the proposed model framework. This helps to solve the above problem to a large degree by integrating both the micro-level mechanism of personal opinion choices and the macro-level mechanism of social opinion interactions into the new model. 
In addition, there are no strict requirements for the statistical parameters and the distributions of modeling samples. It greatly reduces the complexities in data collection and model construction. Consequently, the applicability of the model is improved. This is verified by extensive case studies, including several numerical simulation cases and two real-world cases, at the end of this paper. The case studies show the capability of the proposed model in public opinion analysis and prediction. 
Due to the above summarized advantages, the proposed asynchronous multi-agent network model provides a general framework to be applied in social networks with different opinion sharing structures and emotional preferences. By incorporating individuals’ opinion dynamics into the macro public opinion network, the proposed model well depicts the mechanism of opinion evolutions in social networks. In the same time, the flexible structure of the proposed model allows it to react quickly to the changes in the public opinion environment. These features enable the analysis of the various endogenous and exogenous dynamic factors that affect individuals’ opinion formulations, as well as the public opinion evolutions. They also help to reveal the important mechanism behind the diversity of public opinion evolutions. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formulates the micro structure of the proposed asynchronous multi-agent network model. Subsection 2.1 presents the formulation of the model and Subsection 2.2 describes some important model properties, including the microscopic patterns of individual opinion dynamics and their possible stable evolutionary states. The corresponding macro network structure and model-based algorithm of public opinion evolutions are presented in Section 3. Section 4 reports extensive simulation cases (subsection 4.1) and real-world application cases (subsection 4.2) to show the flexibility and effectiveness of the proposed model. Finally, conclusions and future research directions are discussed in Section 5. 
2. Model formulation 
2.1 Individual opinion evolution model 
In this section, we construct the individual opinion evolution model for opinion analysis at the micro-level of an online social network. Unlike traditional media such as newspapers and televisions, online social networks greatly promote the release of real-time information and thus individuals can obtain the latest news about the event they care about. Once they form their personal opinions, most people are likely to use online information platforms to express their emotions or share their opinions. 
The interaction process of different opinions shows complex dynamics. The effect of the most influential agents - individuals or organizations whose opinion greatly influence the majority of their peers – cannot be ignored in such a process. Tucci et al. [62] have shown that the opinion choices of these individuals or organizations, also known as opinion leaders or opinion facilitators, play an important role in information dissemination. Similar studies can also be found in [63,64]. To explore the complex dynamics of public opinions in an online social network, the above mentioned phenomena are considered in the following modeling process. 
We consider an online social network that contains  agents (individuals). In this online social community, each agent can notice opinion choices of their neighbors, but cannot acquire the inner trend of neighbors’ emotional changes for future opinions. The set of neighbors is determined by the connectivity between agents in the online social network model, which are denoted by . If the parameter , agents  and  are neighbors and they can observe each other’s opinion choice. Otherwise, if , there is no information exchange between agents  and . Depending on their published points of view on certain social events, agents in the community are distributed into three categories: individuals that vote for the positive (support) attitude to the topic, individuals that vote for the negative (oppose) attitude, and those hold a neutral attitude (neither support nor oppose). These three opinion choices are represented by  and respectively. The opinion evolution path of agent  in the online social network is then provided by , where the value of  indicates the state of agent  at time point . Furthermore, based on an individual’s opinion transition state, the public opinion evolution state vector of the online social system can be expressed as . 
During the process of sharing and exchanging personal opinions in online platforms, trustworthiness is an important factor that affects an individual’s future opinion choice. A trustworthy agent is defined as one who is considered more likely to be truthful. Their attitudes are more likely to be accepted and adopted by their neighbors. Considering the practical situation that public trust some individuals more than others, we introduce the trust matrix  into the analysis model, where an element  denotes the degree that the agent  is considered to be reliable or trustworthy by other agents. The larger value the  has, the more trustworthy the agent  is. In reality, the most effective information guiders that control public opinions are the mass media and government authorities. We define  as the environmental guidance in our model, which expresses the intervention power from opinion facilitators such as mass media and government authorities, while parameter  as the direction of such intervention power. If opinion guiders are pushing towards the positive attitude then ; on the contrary, if they are in favor of negative attitude then . When there is no intervention from opinion facilitators, the parameter has the neutral value . In addition, as [65] pointed out that in an active or free social system, people are willing to accept different opinions and show more flexibility to change their opinions by others' influence. In this paper, the parameter  is used to characterize the activity of topic participants. If  is large, it means that agents actively get involved in topic discussion and thus show more volatility in their opinion choice. 
To construct the individual opinion evolution model, the initial opinion states of individuals participating in the topic should be specified. This can be done with the help of statistics of historical similar events or by sample survey techniques, etc. In this paper, it is assumed that the initial individuals’ opinion states are already obtained. For agent , it is denoted as . Then, the dynamics of an individual’s opinion in the individual opinion evolution model is captured by iterating the following three steps:
Step 1. Choose an agent  randomly from the network system and identify its current opinion state . 
Step 2. Calculate the received comprehensive public opinion pressure from its neighbors and the environment. The former is determined by the acquired opinion choices from its direct neighbors, while the latter is mainly based on the received guidance or intervention intensity from opinion facilitators. These together form the external public opinion influence field faced by agent . The local opinion influence faced by agent  at time point  is expressed by
		(1)
Step 3. Calculate the differences between individuals’ views and the tendency of public opinion. This, combined with the opinion preference based on the popularity of the topic, determines the transfer probability of opinion polarity of agent  in the next step. 




Parameters  and  in equation (2) are the adjustment parameters, satisfying  and . They determine the strength of an individual’s emotional preferences and may vary for different agents participating in the public topic.  is a symbolic function, defined by:
		(3)
2.2 Model properties
(1) Sensitivity analysis of public opinion similarity on an individual’s opinion choice 
To study the influence of public opinion similarity on an individual’s opinion choice, we analyze the probability variation of an individual’s opinion transition with different external public opinion influence fields. 
Suppose agent  chooses the positive-state at time , namely . Then the probability that agent  stays in the positive state for the next time point is denoted by : 
		(4)
We define  as the sensitivity of the opinion state transfer probability of agent  to the local opinion influence received. Its value can be determined by the differential formula of  and the value of the received public opinion pressure , then we have: 
		(5)
Similarly, we can define the probabilities that an agent change its opinion and transfer to the negative opinion state and the neutral opinion state respectively as  and  respectively: 
		(6)
		(7)
Sensitivities of individual’s opinion polarity transition probabilities (6) and (7) are denoted by  and  with formulas: 
		(8)
		(9)
Likewise, when an agent’s original opinion choice is in the negative  state, sensitivities of its opinion polarity choice to the public mainstream view can be expressed as:
		(10)
When an agent holds a neutral opinion about a social event, opinions from its neighbors or information facilitators it trusts will greatly influence future opinion choice. To avoid the contradiction that the common denominator equals zero, we define the external opinion influences faced by the agent  at time  as: . The sensitivity of individual’s opinion choice to public opinion similarity under this scenario then becomes: 
		(11)
Based on sensitivity formulas (5) and (8)-(11) we can analyze the opinion dynamics of agents to the social public opinion environment. When individuals have clear attitude preferences, their opinion transitions show a similar dynamic pattern. As it is shown in formulas (5) and (8)-(10) that, if an individual’s opinion is consistent with the majority of their neighbors in the online social network, which is represented by the external opinion item , the probability that the agent keeps its opinion choice will increase while the probability of transferring to the opposite state decrease. On the contrary, if an individual’s opinion is in conflict with opinions held by the general public, its willingness to transfer to popular public opinion is increased while the possibilities of keeping the conflicting views are reduced. 
When individuals choose neutral opinions, their opinion evolution path shows some differences from the previous two non-neutral scenarios. If the external public opinion environment presents a clear preference for certain opinion attitudes, agents with a neutral opinion are more inclined to choose a similar attitude. This is consistent with that observed in the two non-neutral scenarios. The phenomena that an individual’s perception of public opinion has a strong influence on their own choices are reasonable in accordance with the “bandwagon effect”. However, future opinion choices of agents with neutral attitudes present much more randomness when the external opinion tends to be neutral too. Although this conflicts the “bandwagon effect”, it does exist in reality. This helps the original topics keep relevant to public attention, while the random emerging of different opinions also triggers new topics for consideration and promotes public opinion evolution. 
(2) Sensitivity analysis of personal activity on an individual’s opinion choice 
To study the influence of personal activity on an individual’s opinion choice, we consider the sensitivity of transition probabilities between different opinion states to the popularity of a given topic. In this section, the sensitivities of opinion changes to opinion preference determined by the popularity of a topic, are denoted by , where . 
When agent  starts from opinion state , its probability of transferring to other opinion states has been shown in equations (4) and (6-7). Thus we can formulate the relationship between the transfer probability and popularity of topic as: 
		(12)
When , the sensitivity functions are: 
		(13)
Based on equations (12) and (13), we can obtain an agent’s opinion dynamics with different emotional preferences. It is clear from (12) that when the value of external public opinion influence is negative (agents share similar opinion with the majority), then the stronger the emotional preference is, the less the agents keep their original attitude. This can be viewed as a revision of the bandwagon effect theory. In practice, an individuals’ activity of participating in social topics also has a significant impact on their opinion choice and expression. The hotter the topic is, the more intense the information exchanges become. Consequently, both the probability of an agent changing their opinions and their topic participation activities increase. 
When the agent   starts from neutral state , its sensitivity functions become: 
		(14)
Agent’s opinion dynamics presented in equations (14) are more complex than the previous two scenarios. The probability of staying in the neutral opinion state might increase, decrease or remain unchanged. For example, when external opinion influences  are positive, the probability of staying in the  state will increase if , decrease if , or remain as it is if . Contrarily, when public opinion tends to the negative state, the probability of staying in the  state will decrease if , but increase if . These indicate that there is a complex internal adjustment mechanism between an individual’s opinion and the public environment. Various factors, including personal activity, topic popularity and pressure from the mainstream views, can all influence the final evolution path of public opinions.  

(3) Evolutionary stability analysis of the public opinion evolution 
The formulation of individual opinion evolution model indicates that an agent’s opinion dynamics are mainly determined by his previous opinion choice as well as his perception of the external public opinions at that moment. In addition, the probability-based opinion polarity transition rules described in equation (2) indicate that, agents’ opinion transitions in each adjustment period are governed by an ergodic process. More precisely, to each agent, the three opinion sentiment states (support, negative and neutral) are all reachable and they follow a dynamic Markov process with strictly positive transition probabilities. This implies that we can carry out stability analysis of individuals’ opinion dynamics with a Markov process taking values in an infinite set. 
In the following discussions, we assume that individuals’ opinion dynamics follow the transition rules described in Section 2.1, and there is no interference from other non-model factors. Since the opinion polarity transition rule defines the probability for an agent to change his opinion from one state to another in a specific period, the proposed individual opinion evolution model suggests an implicit matrix equation for individual opinion transition rule in period , for a given distribution of public opinion states in the previous period . Based on the model defined in Section 2.1, this implicit matrix equation can be written as: 
	 	(15)
where  is the matrix of the public opinion transition rules obtained from the normalized individuals’ opinion transition rules in period , and it plays the same role as the transition matrix in a Markov process.  is the normalized distribution vector of individuals’ opinion sentiment states in the analyzed social network. We call equation (15) an implicit matrix equation because individual’s real-time opinion status  is implicit in the transition matrix and it works on other participants’ opinion choices through the public opinion influence field . 
Since the matrix  has strictly positive elements and the three states are all reachable, equation (15) implies that the states of public opinions is governed by an ergodic process and there exists a stationary distribution , satisfying . A wealth of Markov analysis tools can be applied to this transition matrix equation to find the statistical properties of public opinions [66-69]. This intuitively stationary distribution vector describes the long-term behavior of public opinions. 
From the above discussions, we see that the distribution of public opinion sentiments based on the proposed individual opinion transition rule is evolutionary stable if there is no interference from outside during the evolution. Case studies at the end of this paper (please see Section 4) successfully verify this property. All the numerical simulation cases show stationary distributions of opinions after a certain period of time. By analyzing the stationary distribution vector of public opinions, it provides useful information for decision-making in public opinion management. 
3. Macro network model and opinion prediction algorithm 
In this section, we adopt the individual’s opinion transition model proposed in Section 2 and apply a random network analysis technique to build the macro online public opinion evolution model. A model-based prediction algorithm is provided for public opinion prediction in online social networks. 
As described in Section 2, an individual’s opinion dynamics is determined not only by his/her current opinion states and personal preferences but also the views from other topic participants in the same online community. In turn, their opinion changes also affect other user’s future opinion choice. All these show characteristics of complex interaction networks. The Graphical Evaluation and Review Technique is employed in this paper as a feasible method for public opinion dynamics analysis. This technique was first proposed by Eisner, Elmaghraby and Pritsker in the 1960s [70]. It has been widely used in the field of Engineering and Technology, such as the project risk analysis [71], project schedule [72] and evaluation [73] and so on. The quantitative properties of this technique make it efficient for analyzing problems having stochastic and logical properties, similar to the opinion evolution problems in this paper. For brevity, we do not go into details of the methodology process here (please see [70,74,75] for details).
Based on the principle of the Graphical Evaluation and Review Technique methodology, the network structure for public opinion dynamics is shown in Figure 1. In this diagram, each individual’s opinion evolution is divided into different time periods according to the system evolution time. Individuals repeat their own opinion state selection logic in each time period. The micro-structure of an individual’s opinion selection follows the logic depicted in Section 2. 

Figure 1. Public opinion evolution model. 
Considering the opinion dynamics of an individual  shown in Figure 1, the logic nodes with shadows present the selected opinion states at each observation point, while solid directed edges connected to these nodes are the logical edges indicating the probabilities of choosing alternative opinions. We assume that the observation time points are set in discrete time with steps of unit time length. Logic nodes without shadows represent the possible alternative states during each selection. Mark ‘a’, ‘b’ and ‘c’ on nodes denote the opinion states and the dotted directed lines among these nodes describe the possible opinion changes. According to the definition of transfer function in Graphical Evaluation and Review Techniques, the transfer function of the opinion transition edge (the dotted directed line) from state  to three possible states  on individual  at the  observation period can be expressed by: 
		(16)
Through the iterative process of opinion selection in each observation period, we can obtain the probability of an individual’s opinion state at the  observation time point, denoted by . The transfer functions of the state distribution edges (the solid directed lines) of individual  at the  observation time point can then be expressed by: 
		(17)
Due to the complex interactions of an individual’s opinion choices in online social networks and the influence from external environmental factors, such as an agent’s emotional preference and opinion facilitators’ guidance, it is useful to study the probability of individual’s opinion choice on one particular state at an observation time point. 
Algorithm 1. Predict individual’s opinion choice at  observation time point 
Step 1. Extract the logical structure diagram of the first  observation periods from Figure 1. Keep model parameters and model micro-structure of the first  observation periods the same as that in Figure 1, while adjusting the micro structure diagram according to the concerned state (see next step). 
Step 2. To predict an individual’s opinion on state  at  observation time point, delete all dotted directed edges that do not lead to logic node marked , then delete solid edges from logic nodes marked . 
Step 3. Iteratively calculate the probabilities of an individual’s opinion states in the first  observation periods. Based on the obtained public opinion state distribution at the beginning of opinion selection and the logic structure in Step 2, calculate the equivalent transfer function from the  state selection logic node to the  state selection logic node (with shadows). In the end, apply the mathematical conversion from transfer function to the equivalent probability, then the probability of an individual’s opinion choice at  observation time point is obtained. 

Case: We take the analysis of probability of the individual  choosing neutral opinion (state ) at  observation time point as an example. 

Figure 2. Opinion dynamics prediction model.
Applying Steps 1 and 2 in the above algorithm, we get the opinion evolution logic diagram, which is depicted in Figure 2.  is the equivalent transfer function of agent  from its  opinion state to the  neutral state . If we obtain the probabilities of three possible opinion states chosen by agent  at the  observation time point by iterating the first  selection processes, denoted by , then the transfer function for  becomes:
		(18)
According to the mathematical properties of the transfer function, we get the equivalent probability of the opinion transition of the agent  during the  observation period: 
		(19)
Based on the iterative logic in the macro online opinion evolution model, we then have the probability of the agent  holding the neutral opinion at  observation time point: 
		(20)
Likewise, the opinion dynamics of probabilities of the agent  choosing the positive opinion () or negative opinion () can be calculated respectively by following formulas: 
		(21)
		(22)
4. Case study 
In this section, case studies are conducted to examine the validity of the proposed model and the model-based algorithm. The numerical simulation cases and real-world cases are presented separately in the following two subsections. Numerical simulation cases in subsection 4.1 are carried out on three different network structures, including a fully coupled network, a network with small-world topology and a network with the Erdös-Rényi random graph topology. They illustrate the model properties in public opinion analysis, including the sensitivities of individuals’ opinion choices to different endogenous and exogenous factors, and the possible evolutionary stable state of public opinions. These confirm the feasibility and flexibility of the proposed model in public opinion analysis. Subsection 4.2 presents the model applications in two real-worlds cases. These cases evaluate the applicability and effectiveness of the proposed asynchronous multi-agent network model and show how it can help to make a better prediction of the public opinion evolutions. 
4.1 Numerical Simulation cases















Based on the opinion evolution model proposed in Section 2, agents in each network adjust their opinions according to various endogenous and exogenous factors, including their sentiment preferences and previous opinion choices, their perception of opinions from other participants on the same topic and the influences from opinion leaders or facilitators. A series of numerical simulations are carried out to study the macro public opinion dynamics in three networks, respectively. 
The dynamics of the opinion distributions in the whole community are shown in Figure 3. Subfigure 3(a) shows the public opinion evolutions in the fully coupled network. It reveals that the proportion of individuals choosing positive opinions decreases at first but then gradually increases until stables at a higher level. On the contrary, the proportion of agents holding neutral opinions will rise to a high level in the beginning then decrease slightly. The number of agents holding negative opinions continues dropping until they reach a very low but stable proportion of the community. Subfigures 3(b) and 3(c) show results of public opinion dynamics in the small-world network and the network with Erdös-Rényi random graph topology, respectively. Comparing with the opinion evolution in the fully coupled network, the other two networks with specified topologies show some similarities as those in the first network at the beginning of evolution, but differ significantly in their final stable states after a long period of time. Though the number of agents holding negative opinions is small enough to be ignored in both the fully coupled network and the Erdös-Rényi random network, the nearly ten percent occupations in the small-world network are noticeable. 
		
(a) the fully coupled network	(b) the small-world network	(c) the Erdös-Rényi random network
Figure 3. Distribution dynamics of public opinions in three networks. 
The above results show that the structure features of social networks do affect the final steady state of public opinions. Under the influence of external positive opinion guidance, the positive opinions dominate the public opinions in the fully coupled network, while it is the neutral opinions in a small-world network. This is because that small community clusters around opinion leaders usually appear in a small-world network. Members in a cluster share similar opinions, and the mutual recognition between them helps them to resist different opinions from outside the clusters. So the positive opinion guidance is weakened by the positive opinion clusters in the community. However, the random communication (opinion sharing) relationships between agents in a random network weaken the influence of opinion leaders or authorities. This is why subfigure 3(c) shows a compromise effect between opinion dynamics in the other two networks. 
As we discussed in section 2, stability of opinion dynamics is an important topic in public opinion management [76,77]. To identify factors that influence the final stability of the whole online opinion network, further simulations with different parameter settings are carried out on the fully coupled network. First, we consider the impacts of independent model variables on public opinion evolutions. Results are shown in subfigures in Figure 4. Subfigure 4(a) shows the opinion dynamics when the environmental guidance is changed from positive () to negative . Comparing this subfigure with the original one shown in subfigure 3(a), the major trends in two situations are the same but the time to reach the final stable states is longer in subfigure 4(a) than that in subfigure 3(a). In subfigure 4(a), the negative exogenous guiding force only delays the time that the whole network reaches its stationary state, but does not change the dominance of positive opinions among agents. On the contrary, as shown in subfigure 4(b), the evolution time is shortened if the environmental guidance keeps positive but its support strength increases to . The shortened time of non-stable opinion states is also observed in subfigure 4(c), where the value of topic popularity increases from  to . The opinion dynamics in the three subfigures indicate that the environmental guidance from mass media or government authorities, usually considered as an important exogenous factor, do affect the dynamics of public opinions, but the final opinion stationary state is largely determined by individuals’ preferences and the popularity of topics. 
		
(a) negative guidance ()	(b) increased support strength ()	(c) increased topic popularity ()
Figure 4. Sensitivity analysis of public opinions in the fully coupled network. 
For the next part, we consider the coupled effect of factors on the public dynamics in the same network. Generally, if a topic enjoys a higher participation degree of agents, opinion perception and sharing between agents will be more active, which will shorten the time of opinion adjustment process. This has been verified by subfigure 3(c) in the above discussions. On the other hand, if public show less interests on the topic, short adjustment time can also be achieved by increasing the guiding strength. Subfigure 5(a) shows opinion dynamics with higher guiding strength () but lower personal activity (). It is quite similar to that shown in the original situation (subfigure 3(a)). Finally, we consider two scenarios where the environmental guidance from mass media or government authorities fails. The first one consists of very high personal activities () and large negative guiding strength (), while the second one consists of a moderate positive guidance strength () as that in subfigure 3(a) but very low topic popularity (). Simulation results in two scenarios are shown in subfigure 5(b) and subfigure 5(c), respectively. Although the proportion of agents holding negative opinions is increased than that in the previous simulation with smaller guidance strength (subfigure 4(a)), it still occupies the smallest proportion of network community. 
		
(a) increased guidance strength with lower topic popularity ()	(b) negative guidance strength with lower topic popularity ()	(c) moderate positive guidance strength with very low topic popularity()
Figure 5. The effect of personal activity on public opinion dynamics. 
Subfigure 5(c) shows that the reduced individual activities greatly affect the final stationary distributions of public opinions. After a short period of time, the analyzed community is largely dominated by agents with neutral opinions, even though there is positive guiding force during the opinion adjustment process. This fits well with the model properties described in Section 2.2. According to the theoretical properties of the proposed model, individuals’ opinion choices are more inert to the exogenous guiding force when individuals show less interest in the topic. It implies that proportions of opinions in a topic community will be stabled quickly once agents decide their preferred opinions during a few opinion-sharing periods. This corresponds exactly to the result observed in subfigure 5(c). 
4.2 Real-world public opinion prediction cases
In this section, we apply the proposed opinion evolution model in two real-world cases. These cases are chosen from the hot topics during the novel coronavirus outbreak in China. The epidemic of novel coronavirus pneumonia (NCP, also called COVID-19) has spread quickly throughout China since its first identification by the Chinese health authorities in the middle of December 2019. The widespread outbreak started in late January 2020 and has already resulted in over eighty thousands of confirmed cases and over 3 thousands death throughout China by the mid March 2020. To contain this epidemic, many provinces in China declared states of emergency at the end of January, placing cities and villages in lockdown. After the lockdown, the education ministry of China ordered all preschools, primary and secondary schools nationwide to delay the opening day of the first semester, which is usually in early March. In addition, transport ministry statistics show that only 283 million trips had been made during the 40-day Spring Festival travel rush, down 82.3% year-on-year, as a result of travel restrictions and quarantine aimed at containing the spread of the virus. This directly affected millions of migrant workers who plan to return their work after the spring festive. The topics of “work resumption” and “back to school” attracted major attention of the public besides the epidemic of novel coronavirus itself. 
In order to reduce the negative impact of the early false information (especially those prevailed during the early spread period of this epidemic) on public opinions, the data used in this study is restricted within the period between late February and early March (25, Feb to 2 March). The raw opinion data on the topics of “work resumption” and “back to school” are collected by the Qingbo public opinion monitoring software​[2]​. The original speeches and comments on two topics are first collected from the mainstream social media. Then the sentiment tendency of each piece of public opinion information is judged and divided into positive, negative and neutral categories based on the sentiment lexicons, document corpora and special syntax analysis algorithms provided by the software. The sorted public opinion data on topics of “work resumption” and “back to school” are shown in Figure 6.  
	
(a) opinions on topic of work resumption	(b) opinions on topic of back to school
Figure 6. Distribution of public opinions on two specific topics. 
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed opinion evolution mode in public opinion prediction, samples from 25 Feb to 29 Feb are used for modeling, and data from the last two sampling time points (1 Mar and 2 Mar) are used for testing. In addition, the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) is applied in the two cases to evaluate the accuracy of the prediction results. 
During the process of containing the novel coronavirus, the Chinese government took several quick response measures to actively guide online public opinions and eliminate the anxiety of citizens. Thus we assume that the environmental guidance is positive for both topic cases. Then based on the method proposed in Section 3, the public opinion evolution models of the two topics are constructed. The parameter values of the exogenous factors in models, namely the government guidance and the individuals’ activities, can be estimated using the least-squares method (LSM) during the modeling. Finally, following the iterative steps of the prediction algorithm provided in Section 3, the predicted values of public opinions on the topics of “work resumption” and “back to school” can be separately obtained. 
	
(a) opinions on topic of work resumption	(b) opinions on topic of back to school
Figure 7. The fitting and prediction values of public opinion distributions on two topics. 
Figure 7 compares the model-based distributions of public opinions on the two topics with their actual values. It is clear that the proposed model works well in both cases. Not only the modeling periods are well fitted, the development trends of different opinion sentiments are well predicted. In subfigure 7(b), the sudden increased proportion of negative opinions on 29 Feb is due to the spread of fake news that local education department determined the opening day of the new semester in early March. Before government authorities clarifying this error message, parents showed great concern about the health of their children in school when the epidemic of the novel coronavirus was still not fully contained. By introducing the positive guidance into the prediction model, which simulates the clarification from authorities later that day, the proposed model effectively reduce the negative impact of this opinion fluctuations on prediction. 
The values of the mean absolute percentage error in prediction period are summarized in Table 3 and Table 4. Results show that the dynamics of public opinions on the two topics are well predicted with values of MAPE less than 5.5%, except for the slightly higher MAPE value (about 11%) of the negative opinions on the topic of work resumption. It can be seen that the proposed model is effective for real-world public opinion analysis and prediction. 
Table 3. Comparison of forecasted and actual opinion distributions on topic of work resumption.









Table 4. Comparison of forecasted and actual opinion distributions on topic of back to school.









In this paper, we studied the dynamics of an individual’s opinion in online social networks and their influence on the evolution of public opinions. An asynchronous multi-agent network model is proposed for opinion evolution based on system dynamics theory and stochastic network analysis technology. The model demonstrates a number of advantages over the existing models. Firstly, it has a flexible framework, which consists of both the micro and macro structures of an online opinion sharing community. This allows researchers to focus on details of personal opinion dynamics that are easy to quantify without losing important information from factors in the macro opinion sharing community. Secondly, various endogenous and exogenous, deterministic and stochastic stimulating factors are well depicted in the model, including the internal driving force of personal opinion preferences and the external influences from mass media, authoritative official sources and opinion leaders. Thirdly, the number of model variables is much less than that in other models and there is no strict requirement for the statistical parameters or distributions of sample data in modeling. These greatly improve the flexibility and applicability of the proposed model in reality. A model-based algorithm is designed for public opinion distribution analysis. 
To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed model, extensive case studies are provided, including several numerical simulation cases and two real-world cases. The numerical simulation results show that the proposed model has higher structure flexibility and it is effective in depicting the public opinion evolutions in social communities with different networks topologies. These simulations also verify several important characteristics of public opinions, which are theoretically derived from the proposed model in section 2. They provide many useful insights for the public opinion management problems in real world situations. The application of the proposed model to two recent hot social topics in China confirms its good performance in predicting public opinion dynamics in real-world. 
Future extensions of this study may include the consideration of the interrelationship and overlapping between different topics as well as the divergence of opinions. Further evaluations of the proposed model in opinion prediction in more complex scenarios will be conducted.  
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